Meeting Minutes /June Workshop 6/24/17
Meeting of ODA called to order 9:30 a.m. By President Sharon Poorman with 7 members In
attendance..... Reports: Donna Alexander spoke about upcoming
classes, July Margaret Fredrick, will be teaching a Zentagle design on a tote bag …....It has come to
ODA chapter's attention that Mary Gensinger would be leaving our membership due to Medical
reasons, We need to inquire weather she will teach the August workshop as she had indicated she
would at a prior ODA meeting......... Cheryl Blair will be teaching in September that project will
include all supplies needed for a $6.00 fee to Cheryl.......
October 28th Workshop will be a special Make it Take it class to hopefully bring in new members it was
suggested that we advertise on Social Media or local Newspapers.....Sharon suggested some easy
projects to peak interest in joining .. Donna Slutiak said the advertisement should suggest
a new skill to be learned to draw in new members..... Everyone agreed that we would give that a try
We would have 3 projects and 3 teachers available to teach those projects ...Pat Scribner suggested that
she would be one of the teachers, Donna Slutiak said she would donate a door prize, We just need to
inquire about two other teachers to also participate for that workshop in October.....Donna Alexander
introduced Jeannie Vincent our workshop teacher of the Venetian mask class today.....Sharon Poorman
reported that Lou White has left our ODA chapter and her Secretary position for the chapter.....I Peggy
Morin suggested that I would take on the Secretary position for the remainder of the year, Then I
would run for the board position for the new year....... Margaret Fredrick Treasurer report: $3,308.03
Carol Sheftic , Web Master , Nothing to report She is away this weekend.....
Donna Slutiak donated back to club the remainder of her winnings that were left, from a drawing at
Christmas after purchasing items for the Domestic Violence Shelter....., Sharon Poorman reported that
Barbara Barsel was sick and on the mend.....Sharon said we need to find out from Barbara if we could
have a storage space for club items at the venue we occupy for our meetings.....
Cheryl Blair has taken over Ways and means for Sandy Malone while she is out of town for the
Summer ........Donna Slutiak asked about a (BIG BRUSH),
seminar …. Donna Alexander will look into it !.......Sharon Poorman spoke about Cheryl Blair's
contest on memory boxes...Information is on the website....... On the floor for discussion Christmas
Party venue....the members in attendance were asked to think about a place to hold our yearly
Christmas Party, We will vote at our next meeting.... No Old Business.....
New Business: Cheryl asked for suggestions on getting former members back
Hospitality Report; We will make sure the members keep in mind to bring ice packs with any
lunches or drinks due to not having use of a refrigerator.... and it will also be noted as a reminder
before our club date via membership email.....
Sharon also has books to donate to club that were given to her, She also has received two certificates
from SDP for accomplishments noted for our ODA chapter......Domestic Shelter also sent a letter of
appreciation to our chapter …... Motion on the floor to close out meeting Pat Scribner made motion,
Donna Alexander seconded it ,.. Meeting ended at 10:20a.m.
Show and tell: No formal show and tell so we could get started with our work shop Cheryl had a
couple of projects she brought for us to see and we also had a few memory boxes that Pat Scribner will
deliver …..
Raffle drawing :Donna Alexander , Peggy Morin,Sharon Poorman, Margaret Fredrick and Cheryl Blair
were the winners of the raffle
We had a great project today , Venetian Masks Thank you Donna Alexander , and Jeannie Vincent our
guest teacher
Respectfully submitted
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